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► *If you have a wireless remote, set the release-mode dial to respond 
to that remote, according to your menu. 

► **If you have a wireless remote, and you have the mode dial set to 
respond to it, you may see two dashes (--) when you turn the shutter 
speed dial past 30 seconds. This is the correct setting for you.

► If you come dangerously close to a nervous breakdown trying to make 
these settings, stop immediately and take comfort in knowing that we’ll 
help you set up during the workshop!



First, a bit about exposure
What is it?

It’s the total amount of light that your sensor (or film) is exposed to 
while capturing a single image.

What determines how much light strikes your sensor? 
The amount of light coming in through the aperture of your lens and 
the amount of time the shutter remains open (shutter speed).

What about ISO? 
It doesn’t increase the sensitivity of your sensor, but you can pretend 
that it does. (It only amplifies whatever signal the photo cells on your 
sensor have captured. Think of it as turning up the volume.)



The heart of the matter
► To take control 

of exposure 
(which you 
must do in 
night 
photography), 
you must learn 
the relationship 
between 
aperture and 
shutter speed. 







Shooting at night—first steps

►Scout a location during the day and note 
the best position to set up after dark. (GPS? 
White marker?)

►Arrange for a friend to go with you (if you 
can find one).



Getting the shot
► Set up your camera and other gear according to the checklist 

supplied.
► Compose the scene.
► Focus with best method

--focus on main subject when ambient light allows
--shine light on main subject when it doesn’t*
--place flashlight next to main subject and 
focus on that

--judge distance and set lens accordingly
--shoot and then check focus by magnifying image on 
LCD

*You should try to manually focus on the subject. If you can’t see well enough, turn on 
autofocus, move the autofocus point onto the subject, press the shutter button down half 
way to gain focus, and then turn autofocus off again. 



Adjusting exposure
► Remember: Nighttime isn’t 

necessarily dark.

► A cityscape, for example, might be 
bright enough for you to take a 
photo just as you normally would. 

► But most night photography will 
require exposure times of more 
than 30 seconds, and that means 
you’ll have to use the bulb setting.

► And when using bulb, you’ll almost 
certainly have to take test shots to 
get best exposure.



A stab in the dark

►In night photography, exposure is far more 
subjective than in daylight photography. 
This means there is plenty of territory 
between too dark and too light.

►But getting what you prefer still takes lots of 
trial and error.

►One place to start is to consult an exposure 
chart like . . .



► . . . this one.

► But there’s a 
quicker way 
to test for 
best 
exposure, 
and we’ll do 
that as an 
exercise in a 
few minutes.



To learn more

►Night Photography, by Brent Pearson—an  
e-book available at: 
brentpearsonphotography.com/main/ebook-
night-photography-light-painting ($9.99)

►Night Photography, by Gabriel Biderman, 
available at Amazon for $15.16 



Testing for best exposure

►Set a high ISO (1600 to 3200) to reduce 
time needed for test.

►Set your aperture to f/5.6 and shutter speed 
to 15 seconds. 

►Shoot until you get a decent exposure. 



Add and subtract
►Count the number of stops between your test ISO 

(say, 1600) and your target ISO (say, 200). 
►Add to that the number of stops between your test 

aperture (f/5.6) and target (f/8).
►Now subtract these stops (4) from your test 

shutter speed (15 sec.). 
15 sec. > 30 sec. > 1 min. > 2 min. > 4 min. 

► Final settings are 4 minutes at f/8 and ISO 200 to 
get the same exposure as test.

► Simple, right?



Setting up
► Make sure your battery is fully charged.
► Put camera on a tripod.
► Attach remote shutter release. (If your release is wireless, make the 

appropriate settings through your camera’s menu.)
► Set the camera to shoot “raw” rather than JPEG.
► Set exposure mode setting to M (manual).
► Set aperture to f/8.
► Set ISO to the “native” setting (100 or 200, depending on the camera).
► Set camera’s “shutter release mode” to S for single frame* (rather than 

C for continuous).
► Set shutter speed to bulb.** Do this by turning the appropriate dial on 

your camera past the 30-second setting (30ʺ). 
► Ensure that your “long-exposure noise reduction” option, if you have 

one, is turned off. 
► Turn off auto-focus. (It won’t work in the dark.)



► *If you have a wireless remote, set the release-mode dial to respond 
to that remote, according to your menu. 

► **If you have a wireless remote, and you have the mode dial set to 
respond to it, you may see two dashes (--) when you turn the shutter 
speed dial past 30 seconds. This is the correct setting for you.

► If you come dangerously close to a nervous breakdown trying to make 
these settings, stop immediately and take comfort in knowing that we’ll 
help you set up during the workshop! 
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